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E x c e l l e n c e  i n  s o l i d  w o o d

Higher productivity
for your four-sided 
planer



Maximise your four-sided  
planer‘s productivity  
and quality

For an overview of all the tools that can be 
used on a four-sided planer, talk to your 
OERTLI contact or take a look at the enclosed 
summary.
In order to explain our approach to production 
design, we have used the following three ap-
plications with their corresponding tools:

High-performance tools

PRE-PLANING 

FINE PLANING 

PROFILING 
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• Calibrating
• Jointing
• High chip removals
• Dressing with edge- 

reference cutter

• High surface quality
• Low chip removal

• Jointing, chamfering  
and rounding

• Tongue and groove
• Individual profiles

Installing the tools
Our experts are available on-site for 
installation, adjustment and fine ad-
justment of the tools on your four-
sided planer. The aim is to ensure 
smooth production on your systems.

Of course, we are also available for 
subsequent consultation.

The best tool must be used in a manner optimised for the systems in question for the wood to be processed with the 
system‘s maximum possible performance. Your OERTLI consultant is an expert in wood processing and toolmaking. We 
will provide you with a deployment plan with the optimum tools to enable you to implement your production plans as eco-
nomically efficiently as possible. We are skilled at providing fast and efficient assistance in all production issues relating 
to woodworking.

Experts in wood processing

Depending on your requirements and your machine 
data, our experts will develop an optimal tool solu-
tion for your four-sided planer system:
• What products do you currently  

manufacture?
• What products would you like to  

manufacture in the future?
• What systems are available?

A - The right solution

For efficient production on your four-sided planer, we will swiftly provide you 
with a documented deployment plan with tool drawings and guide values for 
feed and chip removal:
• Which tools are most suitable for manufacturing your products?
• In which order do these tools achieve the highest productivity?
• With what feed do the tools reach their maximum performance without 

putting too much stress on your system

B -  The right application

C - Proper tool maintenance
Our experts will inform and train you in the correct handling and 
selection of suitable spare parts in order to be able to use your 
tools as economically as possible in the long term:
• How should the tools be maintained?
• How do you install replacement blades correctly?

Would you like to know how to optimise 
your four-sided planer system and get a 
better performance from it? Scan this QR 
code for an online form to contact your 
OERTLI consultant.


